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Outline
• 2D Gyrokinetic Absolute Equilibrium (GKAE): Theory 

– GKAE in k-v and k-v_i: 
– GKAE in k-b and k-b_i: Fourier-Hankel space
– GKAE in k-z and k-z_(k): Fourier-Bessel space 

• Simulations of Galerkin-truncated gyrokinetics
– Statistical dynamics with moderate large number of modes
– Statistical dynamics with large number of modes: long time v.s. infinite time
– Validness and choice of Gibbs statistics

• Two-fluid Magnetohydrodynamics (TFMHD) absolute equilibrium
– “Trivial” calculations but nontrivial physics: helicities
– Further considerations:  Bessel space for TFMHD in cylindrical geometry? starting point 

for two-specie GKAE? “(self-)helicity” in GK?..

• Further Discussions
– Relevance to Turbulence
– Helicities of Plasmas…

Due to (working/presenting-)time limit…

work/thoughts underway



Why GKAE
• Magnetized plasma turbulence is highly complicated with 

nontrivial mathematical structures (GK) and rich physics, 
very challenging for theoretical and numerical 
approaches in which baselines/benchmarks are wanted

• Successful experiences with absolute equilibrium in 
understanding turbulence transfers and large- & small-
scale properties

• GK is quite a useful but less explored model for 
magnetized plasmas with sufficient complexity and 
tractability

hard to solve directly so to find some relevant things 



Turbulence … , not to mention that AE itself is 
interesting and useful

A mixture of equilibrium and “inertial” fluctuations:
Not “black or white”

onsager, lee … URIEL …

Equilibrium and 
non-
equilibrium 
fluctuations 
are self-
organized 
in a particular 
way

Skandinaviska halvön

persistence



What T.-D. Lee did for Euler case

• Showed Liouville theorem
– Appropriately tracked the dynamics of the phase 

space spanned by the real and imaginary parts of the 
Fourier modes

• Given (“rugged”) conserved quantities
– Knew only energy (for 3D)…

• Concluded energy equipartition
– calculations



One-line introduction to GK
GK games:

A physical space averaging method that “solved” the subgrid closure problem:

Electrostatic GK (GK Vlasov-Poisson with uniform background magnetic field) in R-v-t:

Btw: all integrals are definite integrals

Then we will practice the Lee paradigm for
gyrokinetics



2D GK model in X-v-t
Guiding center dynamics due to gyro-averaged E X B drift 
across the magnetic field:

Invariants:

(, especially ,)



Exact GKAE in k-v
2D GK model in k-v-t:

Liouville theorem in the space spanned by real and imaginary parts…
Quadratic invariants are rugged:

, say, 0<|k|<K



Canonical equilibrium distribution:

and that

functional inversion:



Remarkable results and subtleties:

BECAUSE (not yelling at all):

Subtleties concerning the 1D v.s. 2D descriptions and the covariance function:

• G(v) was introduced as a 1D density in S: The prescription of discretization, in 
(numerical) calculations, should be                               ; and , one should NOT use 
G(v_i)=(g_i)^2;

• So, don’t be scared by the Dirac delta function in C(k,u,v) which is a 2D 
density for convenience of calculations;

; or,

infinitesimal



Approximation in the sense of 
discretization/quantization of v

• GK system can be discretized from the beginning (as the present 
continuum GK codes do) and perform the corresponding 
calculations: Zhu&Hammett “Gyrokinetic statistical absolute equilibrium 
and turbulence” Phys. Plasmas 17, 122307--122319 ;

• We can also discretize the final results from the calculations with 
continuous v

The two approaches lead to the same results: Zhu 2010’ @ arXiv:1008.0330

Contributes an extra 
term for the discretized

1D distribution 
[c_{i,i}\Delta v for 

m_i=\Delta v] 
compared to the 1D 

continuous distribution 
G(k,v) and may have 
significant physics.

http://arxiv.org/abs/1008.0330


There are lot of turbulence relevance, including zonal flows et al., but let’s look at the

numerical results

Conservation check



Time histories



Evolution of “energy” spectrum

Zhu&Hammett 2010’ PoP





Exact GKAE in k-b

The corresponding canonical distribution for the absolute equilibrium:

~

which gives

otherwise.

(clean result for telling stories about negative temperature et al.)

Hankel transform:



“Useless” discretization of b

b can be discretized into b_i with  a lattice 
parameterized by \Delta b



V Bounded case: use Bessel series 
and do truncation

The idea: velocity is bounded somehow … Fourier-Bessel series…

Using very special k dependent upper bound V(k) as in G. Plunk and T. Tatsuno, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 165003 (2011) (“LPT”):

……

If V(k) are not that specially chosen, say, V(k)=V is taken uniformly for all k, then 
E is not rugged and the absolute equilibrium is a special case of the result from the 
above very special treatment. 



Absolute equilibria in k-z space
The corresponding canonical distribution for the absolute equilibrium:

\alpha_E=0 corresponds to the case with E not rugged





Symmetry v.s. asymmetry



The calculated absolute equilibria seem to be ready to explain many aspects of the 
numerical results of LPT (“p” here is our “b”):

k k

k k
Courtesy http://arxiv.org/abs/1007.4787v3



Sub-summary
• We have four versions of GKAE: 1) k-v, 2) k-v_i, 3) k-b, 4) 

k-z; all are good and give some similar results;

• K-v and k-b are exact and mathematically elegant; k-v_i is 
best for numerical validation of the current continuum 
codes; k-b is most convenient for physical discussion; k-z
is most appropriate for commenting the LPT and for 
validating the complete (pseudo-)spectra (both X -> k and 
v -> b) codes (have not appeared yet);

• Comparisons among themselves and to other statistical 
mechanics may be helpful for…benchmarks for gyrofluid?

We need the corresponding precise statistical solutions to different treatments of 
the same system.



Helicities in Two-fluid MHD



Why Two-fluid MHD (TFMHD)

• Our object is not only to understand some statistical properties of 
some particular model but the statistical dynamics of plasmas whose 
description is accomplished by various models;

• Two-fluid MHD is needed for good understanding of reconnection, 
small-scale plasma waves and turbulence;

• Some issues, such as the effects and roles of various helicities, in 
MHD, Hall MHD et al. can be further clarified in such a more general 
model. …...

eulerS+Maxwell’s

Starting from the Boltzmann equations



Some fundamentals and 
techniques in two-fluid MHD

• Manuel Nunez 2008’: proves “a theorem of existence and 
uniqueness of solutions for a finite time by means of a fixed point 
argument in an appropriate functional setting;”

• Greg Eyink 2009’: extends Contantin-Iyer formulation for TFMHD –
“Stochastic line motion and stochastic flux conservation for nonideal
hydromagnetic models;”

• numerical methods to solve them in various situations;
• K. Avinash&J.B. Taylor, 1991’; L. C. Steinhauer&A. Ishida, 1997’ on 

selective decay argument for relaxed states with plasma flow:

[ ]

m_\alpha \omega_{g\alpha}

“spin”? “gyrofluid”?



Inverse energy and/or helicity
cascade in tfmhd: (re)covering MHD, 

Hall MHD and EMHD

with remarks on Uriel and Annick et al.’s work 70/2 years ago

Discussions of two-fluid effects; “?””!”two-species gyrokinetics…

Won’t advertize anything more, unless asked, though we have a thirty-page working manuscript at hand.



Further discussions

• Orally, unformatted



Summary
• Tedious?

• Gorgeous: The paradigm works also for kinetic 
model(s) and is able to explore physical effects 
precisely in some particular situations !

• Cautious: AE is not exactly real turbulence !?!?...

• Courageous.   
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